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Victorian chaise lounge book

Victoria Chaise-Longue by Marghanita Laski (1953), published by Persephone Books (1999) We think back through our mother, Virginia Woolf wrote: If we are women. Marghanita Laski's frightening novel by Victoria Chaise-Longue (1953) spins this proposal sideways. What if becoming a
mother makes a woman time traveler before her own?  What if motherhood allows for memory and shared experience and less kindly forces you to travel back and forward in time, with your mortal body as a swing door?  In fact, childbirth is a mysterious thing: he longed for a new life, love,
pleasure; it touches the wall of death; it is a portal for emotions that do not have names. And for mothers and non-mothers, fiction is a way to live in these countries without solving them. Victoria Chaise-Longue, Laski's sixth novel, was reprinted in London's excellent Persephone Books,
champions of abandoned names of twentieth-century women (and several men.)  Stylish and deft, it's only ninety-nine pages long. Young wife Melanie falls asleep on the Victorian chaise-longue she and her husband picked up in a garbage shop and wakes up in 1864, unable to get off the
couch or make anyone understand who she really is.  As mysterious figures come and go, irritating to the apparently volitional inappropriate behavior of an invalid they know as Milly, Melanie is reduced to clawing through her strange clothing layers, or she can still recognize her body. Like
Charlotte Perkins Gilman's Yellow Wall Paper (1892), Octavia Butler's Kindred (1979) and Margaret Atwood's Handmaid's Tale (1986), this book detonates, in mind and bloodstream, a familiar dystopian fear: to be considered a woman's body must be particularly sensitive to be overtaken,
subsumed, enslaved. But he enslaved what? As Laski writes, childbirth is and is not the whole story. Will you give me your word of honor, demanding melanie's novel in the first verse, that I will not die?  Her new baby, a healthy boy, is crying in another room. But the doctor is more



concerned about Melanie's lung spot - tuberculosis, that classic nineteenth-century disease - and the feverish weakness she pours through the body, so subtle and feminine and so, appropriately, mistakenly: She smiled back, Laski writes, meant to say only that she loved and trusted him,
and the doctor wondered again how it was that Melanie's smile seemed to always invite pleasures he was convinced of That it does this transition between two kinds of limited third person narrative is one of the few official limitations Laski is working on and explodes to keep the boundaries
of reality waving before our eyes. Technically, the book takes place one day – but what is the day, exactly?  Our heroine never leaves the couch - but from that couch both in 1953 and 1864, it is not so that it remains in the same place. Or is she? The doctor is only curmudgeonly, but a
friendly counsellor, wants what's best for her. Or is he? That reddish-white delicacy so attractive to him and her husband is an empowering force that is completely controlled by Melanie. Is that it? Until now, any reader who was an adult woman in the world can nod through his horror,
recognizing the atmosphere of this novel and forming a special way in which gas shadows flicker from the surfaces around you and inside your head, in personal and professional life. S/ he doesn't really mean the way he sounded/looked/looked. Of course I have to do - I just have too much
-? As a London literary figure - author or editor of more than twenty books, a panelist on the BBC quiz show - and a mother of two, Laski might have known at least some of those feelings. Writing in the Victorian-era Chaise-Longue, she deliberately left the city for a remote country house: to
scare the reader, says P. D. James in the modern novel, she needed to be frightened. Frightening this book really is, but in true Gothic fashion, fear comes from within the domestic world we think we know.  That Victorian chaise-longue, at first glance so innocent - stacked upside down on a
pile of furniture, its clumsy feet threshing the air like an unclipped sheep that was tumbled on the back - becomes a portal languor half-chosen that soon becomes fatal. Melanie's obscure fantasies of romantic helplessness – a weak young mother floating in the clouds of negligee, the gentle
chic faces of charming friends – become something much worse, a restless dims of memories of love in the same chaise-longue. The deepest cruelty comes not from a man, but from a woman, in a way that provides Elena Ferrante's Neapolitan frenemyships and hears our darkest images
of Victoria: Milly, unlike Melanie, is not married to her baby father. Tell me your name, growing up her controlling sister, and you'll see your baby. The novel never clarises how wandering or plundering itself into another life; he just asks us to experience it, and imagine it.  Melanie is the body
of both she and Milly, both alive and dead, knows and can't resist what's going on, bound and unlimited.  Prose expands and contracts loops of panic and hope. Wireless, she screamed in her mind, television, penicillin, gramophone recordings and vacuuum-cleaners, but none of these
words can be framed by her lips. I can think of them, why can't I tell them? she begged; can I not bring anything into this real past? - and if I can't, then even these thoughts I'm thinking, milly thought of them before? But everything can't happen twice, it wear itself, close my eyes, instant
relaxation more, racks torture set up again, I always had to be Milly and Milly me. It is now the present reality and the future is still waiting. But if I have to wait for the future, if only the time comes that I'm back melanie, then that time has to come again when Sister Smith leaves me to sleep
chaise-longue, and I wake up past. I will never escape—and the eternal prison she envisioned consumed her mind, and she fainted or went into a nightmare of persecution, persecution, and bereavement. You finish Victoria's Chaise-Longue round-eyes with horror, which settles inside the
waves like sand at the bottom of the river when the swimmer stops kicking.  And then you look back at the first page and read it all over again.  Throughout his life, Laski has been one of the most important contributors to the Oxford English Dictionary, creating the history of every word as a
tool with long life behind and against it. Victoria Chaise-Longue also testifies to the power of writing to get into any experience and look around, no matter how far away, or how intimate it may seem. The charming, childish wife of a successful lawyer falls asleep on her Victorian chaise
longue, a recently purchased antique shop, and wakes up in a nasty, over-furnished room she hasn't seen yet. It's a story about a journey back in time when nostalgia turns into a disgusting nightmare. What a strange little book it was! I had it teetering tbr bunch for almost a year... I bought it
at a charity shop in Richmond when I visited Ham House last spring, but came across mixed reviews that made me not read it right away. But sometimes the books just pop out at me and this week Victoria's Chaise Longue managed to jump the biggest and gained her direct attention. I feel
a little ambiguous about it, a couple of days after finishing. It wasn't spectacular, but then it wasn't bad, either; I liked it, but I didn't like it. After reading and adoring Little Boy Lost last year, I hoped it would put up a little more punch if I was honest. A book about Melanie, a recovering TB
victim who lives in a beautiful house in London with her beautiful husband and baby son in the early 20th century. She is pampered, surrounded by prettiness and luxury and adoration, and she is almost ready to resume normal life after being in bed for quite some time. On the day the book
opens, Melanie is allowed to finally leave her bed and is carefully placed on the furniture beast; heavy, rose-embroidered Victorian chaise longue, enjoy the sun streaming through the windows of his pretty living room and feel the part going into the house. How she drifts off to sleep on
chaise longue when The shift of time seems to happen, and Melanie wakes up in a completely different body in the past, still lying on chaise longue. Frighteningly, Melanie is now considered Milly, a dying TB victim who is too weak to even raise her head. Melanie, like Milly, finds herself
passive and helpless in a body that can no longer function properly. She is cloistered in a hot, smelly room and closely watching her sister in Adelaide, who seems to have some grudge against Milly for what she did wrong. At first Melanie is terribly confused and at a loss to understand
something; she does not recognize her environment or the people around her, and she is convinced that she must dream. However, over time, she realizes that this is not a dream, and most frightening of all, she begins to notice her thoughts and words begin to echo those of Milly and
become less and less like her. She recognizes things, knows things and feels instinctively emotional towards people, and all that, if she was Melanie in someone else's body, she shouldn't know, recognize or feel. This leaves Melanie, and the reader, wondering; Where is Melanie's end and
Milly starting? Has Melanie been absorbed into Milly? Will Melanie ever become herself again? Has it ever been real in the first place? It is a very clever exploration of the role of a woman in Victorian society, her limitations and her dependence on men, and how this role has changed so
quickly since the turn of the century. Chaise longue is a metaphor for the perceived concept of women as weak, passive, idle; who need to lie down in the afternoon on their special sofa. Milly embodies a entrapment woman in Victorian times, and it also physically manifests itself in a hot,
air-free room where she is forced to lie, too weak to even lift her head, and surrounding mercy. What, Melanie, is hated and runny is the normality of Milly, who has no free authority and can't choose herself. When she manages to shake up her strength to speak to men who might have the
power to help her, they dismiss her as a stupid girl who has to present herself to her higher knowledge. Melanie, on the other hand, cosseted and pampered in her modern world, was given the right of all freedoms to women, and Milly's situation frightened her with her helplessness.
However, what Melanie doesn't see is how similar they are; they both lie on chaise longue, both of their lives revolve around men. Although Milly can't help but her life is controlled by men and social standards created by men, Melanie had the choice to be an independent woman, and yet
she denies this by preferring a subtle, decorative object rather than a person with reason and help. She is a coquette, flirt, extremely feminine wide-eyed a thing that seeks the attention and protection of men, and does not have a real role outside, making her, in a sense, as helpless as
Milly. It's a small book with a powerful message and a very interesting storyline, in which there are no simple conclusions or a satisfactory, neat ending, but it has faced a little too much of an attempt to draw attention to the female subordination of me. While something along Charlotte
Perkins Gilman's Yellow Wallpaper line tackles the same themes of male dominance against women and female madness, she manages to somehow be different, sinister, more immediate than Victoria's Chaise Longue. Perhaps, because Gilman has been writing in terms of being a society
that has underestimated women and marked those who dared to differ with the label insane, there is more urgency and terror about his words, which is something Laski, from his modern perspective, does not quite manage to create. After all, although I was fascinated by this very different
and clever story, I was left cold and unconcerned with the characters; Melanie's lack of spine made me not care less whether she remained trapped in the past or not, which I suspect was not the reaction Laski was seeking. However, she did an excellent job of creating a claustrohic and
cloning a resotriction throughout the book, which made me physically feel the true sense of getting stuck that Melanie and Milly were suffering. Despite my reservations, this is a good book, and I recommend it, but don't expect the same gloss and emotions you'll find in the great Little Boy
Lost. Finally, Miss Idilia's blog winner is... Heather! Send me your address (my email address on my page) and I will get it sent to you! You!
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